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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we show that the spatial discretization of the nonlinear SchrSdinger 
equation leads to a Hamiltonian system, which can be simulated with symplectic numerical schemes. 
In particular, we apply two symplectic integrators to the nonlinear SchrSdinger quation, and we 
demonstrate hat they are able to produce accurate results and to preserve very well the invariants 
of the original system, such as the energy and charge. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Nonlinear SchrSdinger Equation (NLSE) with initial conditions 
iwt  + wx~ + a Iwl 2 w = 0, 
W(x, 0) = Wo(x), 
(1) 
where x E R, and a > 0 is a constant parameter. This equation is one of the most important 
completely integrable models in the theory of solitons, and it has a wide application in many 
areas of physics, including nonlinear optics and plasma physics [1-4]. 
Although various types of numerical schemes have been proposed for the NLSE (see, for exam- 
ple, [5-12]), little attention has been paid to a particular type of numerical method, the so-called 
symplectic method, for integrating the NLSE (1). The symplectic methods are recently devel- 
oped numerical techniques for Hamiltonian systems [13-27]. They preserve xactly the inherent 
canonical property of the continuous Hamiltonian flow. Extensive numerical tests have indicated 
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that the symplectic integrators are superior to the nousymplectic ones, especially for longtime 
simulations and conservations of invariants [13-26]. 
In the present paper, we describe how to use symplectic method to integrate the NLSE. In 
Section 2, we propose a spatial discretization for the NLSE to yield a set of coupled ordinary 
differential equations, which, in turn, can be cast into a Hamiltonian form. It is shown that 
the solution of the discretized equations converges to the solution of the NLSE when the spa- 
tial stepsize goes to zero. We also discuss the discrete approximations to some invariants of 
the original NLSE. In Section 3, we give two examples of symplectic scheme to integrate the 
Hamiltonian system obtained from spatial discretization of the NLSE. We study the properties 
of the symplectic schemes, and we show that the simple second order scheme (the midpoint rule) 
can conserve the charge xactly. Moreover, it is pointed out that each of the schemes conserves 
a formal energy. The approximate expressions for the formal energies are explicitly given. In 
Section 4, we carry out numerical experiments totest the performance ofthe symplectic schemes, 
and we examine their capability to conserve the invariants of the systems, such as the energy, 
charge, and momentum. A brief summary of the work is presented in Section 5. 
2. SPATIAL D ISCRET IZAT ION 
Let us consider the following spatial discretization ofthe NLSE (1): 
1 W(t_I) ] W( 0 2 W( 0 iw ,  (') + [w('+1) - 2w(')  + + a = 0, 
(2) 
W(0(0) = Wo(lh), 
where h is the spatial stepsize, and W (l) - W(O(t) = W(lh, t). Then we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the initial condition, Wo(x), is a square-integrable function, i.e., 
f-+o~ IW0(x)l 2 dz < +oo; then the solution of the spatially discretized equation (2) converges to 
that of the original NLSE (1) (where a > O) when h --* O. 
PROOF. Let us suppose that w(x,t) is the solution of equation (1) and let w(l)(t) = w(lh, t); 
then 
w(l+l) _ 2w(l) + w(l-1) w( 0 2 w( 0 
iw~ 0 + h2 + a = Ml, (3) 
where Mt = (w ( l+ l )  - 2w (0 + w( l -1 ) ) /h  2 - ~l)(l)zz, Ml(t) = h2 Bl(t) and Bl = O(1). 
Subtracting equation (2) from equation (3), we obtain 
where el = w (l) - W (0. Multiplying equation (4) by the complex conjugate of el, summing up 
for all l, and taking the imaginary part, we get 
d-t Z le112 + a Im w(OW (~) = Im Mlgl , (5) 
l 
or 
and then, 
l~h~-~[e ' [2+aIm[h~ w(Oe-tW(')e-t = Im [h~Mt~t] ,  
!_d 
2dr lIe[j2 <- h211BIIIlell +a2 (llwl12 + IlW[12) 11~112 
_~h< 1 4C1+~2 1 (1 + 2aC~) Ilell =, 
(6) 
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where 01, C2 are constants, and [['l[ denotes 
11~(011 ~ = h ~ I~d 2 
l 
Therefore, 
II~(T)ll 2 _< exp [(1 + 2aC~) T] 1 + 2aC~]' (7) 
which means that, given a simulation time T, we can make h sufficiently small so that the solution 
of equation (2) is close enough to that of equation (1). Thus the theorem is proved. 
Setting W (l) = p(O + iq(O, equation (2) can be rewritten as follows: 
q( /+ l )  _ 2q(O + q(/-1) 
p~O + 
h2 
q(Ot - p(/+l) _ 2p(O + p(/-1) 
h 2 
+o + (,,,);] 
(8) 
Assuming the boundary conditions W(Nlh, t) = W(N2h, t) = 0 (here [Nlh, N2h] is the total 
spatial interval for simulation), equation (8) can be transformed into the following Hamiltonian 
system: 1[o [o ° o] 
~-~z=~-~ O z+a D z, (9) 
where z = ~T,qT]T, and p = ~(1),... ,p(n)]T, q = [q(t),... ,q(n)]T, 
and 
"-2 1 
1 -2  
. . °  
B= 
1 
°° ,  °°°  
°°  . . . . .  ° °  
1 -2 
1 
D diag { (p(1)) 2 2 + 
with the Hamiltonian 
1 
-2  
H(p, q) = ~-~ [pTBp + qTBq] + -~ + q(k) . (10) 
k=l 
The original NLSE has infinite conserved quantities [1]. Let us consider the following: 
°F"  I*" = 7 (p2 + qa)2 dx - (IPxl 2 + Iqffil 2) dz, (11) oO oo  
f_5 f" Q = [W[ 2 dx = (p2 + q2) dx, CO 
and 
00 
P = WW~ dz 
Oo 
= [(PPx + qq~) + i (-Pqz + qP~)] dx, 
OO 
where E, Q and P are called energy, charge and momentum, respectively. 
(12) 
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Analogously, the Hamiltonian system (9) also has two invariants, the energy and the charge: 
= H(p, q), 
1~-~[(  )2 ( )2] (13) 
= 2 p(k) + q(k) =Q1. 
k----1 
It seems impossible to find a third invariant for (9) and we can easily check the following state- 
ment. 
LEMMA 1. The Hamiltonian system (9) has only one quadratic invariant. 
For the system (9) we were not able to find the analogous conservation laws to (12), but using 
Theorem 1, we can obtain approximations to (12) up to a very small error. For example, utilizing 
centered ifferences, we can approximate (12) as follows: 
= i Ep (k) (q (k -1)_  q(k+l)) 
k 
= iP2, 
3a 2 _~ = __~_ ~ ([p(k,] +[q(k)12)[p(k)(p(k+l)_p(k-1))+q(k)(q(k+l)_q,k-D)] 
(14) 
k 
-{-i~---~ ~k([p(k)]2-{- [q(k)]2) [p(k) (q(kT1) --q(k-1)) --q(k) (p(kT1) --p(k-1))] 
= R1 + JR2. 
We can easily check the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The expressions in (13) and (14) approximate the integrals in (11) and (12), respec- 
tively, up to order O(h 2) or O(ha). 
3. SYMPLECT IC  SCHEMES AND PROPERT IES  
In this section, we will apply two symplectic schemes [14,25] to integrate the Hamiltonian 
system (9) and, for different stepsizes h, we will show the difference between the integrals (11), (12) 
and their discrete approximations (13), (14). 
SCHEME 1: THE MIDPOINT RULE. 
where r is the stepsize. Scheme 1 is of second order in r and time reversible, and it preserves 
any quadratic invariant zTsz  of the ttamiltonian H (see [16]), because 
= zrsz .  
Therefore, Scheme 1 can conserve the charge (13) exactly. 
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Moreover, the scheme (15) has the formal energy (see [25]) 
7-2 
+ o 
(17) 
where Z [11 = JVH, Z [2] = (Z[1])z z[l] = JHzzJ = VH; they are 2p-dim vectors provided 
Z E R 2v, and Hzq(*) denotes the q-linear form for any integer q > 2. For instance, 
2p 
HE2 (Z[1]) 2 ( JVH) T Hzz(JVH)= E H z[l lz [1] = z~zj i j • 
i , j=l 
SCHEME 2: FOURTH ORDER SCHEME. 
v [VH (K1) + VH (/(2)] Z=Z+~J  
K1:  ÷ ÷ (K 4 , 
T 
(18) 
This fourth order scheme isof the Runge-Kutta type (refer to [18,21,24]). It is also time reversible, 
and it has a conserved formal energy [25] 
T 4 --  T 4 (Z[1] )  2 Z [2] 7 .4 
(19) 
The convergence of the formal energies of the symplectic schemes can be transformed [27] into 
a problem relating to Graph Theory. It is conjectured [27] that [H - HI < D2r 2 for Scheme 1, 
and IH - H I < D4T 4 for Scheme 2, where D1 and D2 depend only on the Hamiltonians. This 
conjecture will also be tested numerically in the next section. 
The schemes displayed above are implicit, but when we choose appropriate mporal stepsize r, 
simple iteration can be used for the numerical simulation. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we will present the numerical simulation results to show the accuracy of the 
symplectic schemes and their conservation of the formal energies, as well as the accuracy of the 
approximating integration formulae and the conjecture mentioned in the preceding sections. 
The following initial conditions are used. 
CONDITION 1. ONE-SOLITON SOLUTION. 
W(x, O) = 2z/W~-2ae2XX~ sech [277 (x - Xl)]. (20) 
CONDITION 2. THREE-SOLITON SOLUTION. 
W(x, O) = sech [x - x3]. (21) 
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Figure 1. The simulation results for the single-soliton i itial condition, using Scheme 1 
with stepsizes (22). Tile evolution of (a) Err (H). 10 e; (b) Err (H*)- 109; (c) Err (Q,)" 
106; (d) Err (P2)" 104; (e) Err (R,). 104; and (f) Err (R2). 104. 
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Unless the contrary is stated, the standard value for the nonlinear constant is a = 2.0. 
In the following, we will call Err (A)(t) = A(t)  - A(O) for any variable A, and H* = H 
(r2/24)Hz2 (Z[ll) 2 for Hamiltonian H. 
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Initial data (20) is the usual one-soliton solution which is integrated without problems by most 
methods. We present here the result of an integration with T/= 0.5, X = 0.5, Xl = 0.0 over the 
spatial interval x E [-400,400] and temporal interval 0 < t < 100 with two different pairs of 
integration parameters 
h = 0.3, T = 0.01, (22) 
h = 0.15, r = 0.0025. (23) 
Plots a-c in Figure 1 are tests for the conservation of the formal energy (17) and Q1 of 
Scheme 1. As expected, the discrete charge is exactly preserved (Figure lc) while the discrete 
energy behaves very well. The more terms are taken in the formal energy expansion, the smaller 
the error of the acting energy (H*) appears with respect o its initial value (Figures la and b). 
The other two analogues of invariants are also approximately preserved by the symplectic scheme 
(Figures ld-f). Note that the maximal absolute values in Figures 2a-c are less than 2 -2  times 
those in Figures ld-f, respectively, and Figures 3a-c are nearly the same as Figures ld-f, respec- 
tively. Compared with (7) and the result in Lemma 2, these facts are interesting. When r is 
small enough, the errors depend mainly on the spatial stepsize h. The motion of the soliton is 
very well simulated as Figure 4 shows. 
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Figure 2. The simulation results for the single-soliton i itial condition, using Scheme 1
with stepsizes (23). The evolution of (a) Err(P2) • 104; (b) Err(R1) • 104; and 
(c) Err (R2). 104. 
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Figure 3. The simulation results for the single-soliton initial condition, using 
Scheme 2 with stepsizes (22). The evolution of (a) Err (P2) • 104; (b) Err (R1) • 104; 
and (c) Err (R2) • 104. 
The one-soliton solution is very well represented by using many schemes; however, the sim- 
ulation with the initial data (21) is usually considered to be a more difficult "quality" test for 
numerical schemes because of the appearance of large spatial and temporal gradients in the solu- 
tion. For a = 2NZ(N = 2, 3, . . .  ) Miles [28] has shown that (21) corresponds to a bounded state 
of N solitons. For the case a = 18 it has been found in [10] that the spatial stepsize h must be 
smaller than 0.03125 in order to get relevant numerical results. 
For this initial condition, we use the higher order symplectic Scheme 2 to integrate the time- 
evolution of the system. It is examined that when h _ 0.06667, the symplectic Scheme 2converges 
without problems if the temporal stepsize T is small enough, say, ~- < 0.002. In this case, eight 
or nine iterations per time step are enough to achieve convergence. We can find from the output 
data that Err (P2), Err (R1), Err (R2) and Err (Q1) are less than 10 -11, while Err (H) is less than 
2 x 10 -4, which is a very good result provided the large gradients in the solution. 
We found from the output data that the seven maxima in Figure 6b are 2 -4 times that in 
Figure 6a, respectively, but they correspond to the same time, respectively. Noting that the 
temporal stepsize used in Figure 6b is half that used in Figure 6a while other parameters are the 
same, we believe that this fact is a test for the conjecture mentioned above. By the way, the seven 
maximal values correspond to the seven "hill peaks" in Figure 5, where the spatial gradients are 
very high. 
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)(" 
Figure 4. The propagation of the single soliton, computed by using Scheme 1 with 
the stepsizes (22); Z-axis stands for the value of IWi. 
Figure 5. The three soliton boundcd state evolution (x3 = 0.0) computed by using 
Scheme 2 with spatial stepsize h = 0.0666? and temporal stepsize r ---- 0.002; Z-axis 
stands for the value of IW I. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that  the symplect ic methods can be natura l ly  appl ied to 
integrate the nonl inear SchrSdinger equation. We have shown that  a simple spat ia l  d iscret izat ion 
of the NLSE leads to a Hami l tonian system, whose solution has been proved to converge to the 
solut ion of the NLSE when the spat ia l  stepsize goes to zero. Two symplect ic integrators have been 
appl ied to s imulate the evolution of the one-soliton as well as three-sol i ton bounded state. The 
accuracy and the conservation propert ies of the integrators have been examined analyt ica l ly  and 
numerical ly. In part icular ,  it has been shown that  the symplect ic methods are able to preserve 
rather  well the invariants of the NLSE, such as charge, energy, and momentum. The convergence 
of the formal energy has been checked to be in good agreement with the conjecture. 
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